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ABSTRACT

In order to study the organization of the genome of porcine epidemic diarrhoea virus
(PEDV), we constructed a cDNA library in a phage expression vector by using poly(A) RNA
from PEDV-infected Vero cells. An anti-PEDV hyperimmune serum was used to probe the
library. The first isolated clone mapped within the N gene and was subsequently used for
rescreening the library. The selected clones allowed us to establish the sequence of the 3'
most 7.4 kb of the PEDV genome. Analysis of the cDNA sequences revealed a 3'-coterminal
nested structure, which is typical of Coronaviridae and the presence of a hexamelic sequence
XUA(A1G)AC upstream of each coding region. The amino acid sequences deduced from
four of the five ORFs identified showed the characteristic features of the structural proteins
S, M, sM and N. Only one ORF located between the Sand M genes was found to potentially
encode a non-structural polypeptide. Our data lead us to conclude that PEDV is a member of
Coronaviridae and belongs to the same genetic subset as TGEV, FIPV and HCV 229E.

INTRODUCTION

PEDV is a coronavirus responsible for a gastroenteritis similar to that caused by
TGEV in pigs l ,2,3. The molecular characterization of PEDV has been impaired due to the
lack of a convenient cell system for virus propagation in vitro, a problem which has been
solved only in 1988 (4 and references therein). PEDV was as yet classified as a probable
member of Coronaviridae on the basis of morphological and structural features l ,5. Moreover,
a weak serological crossreactivity between PEDV CV777 strain and FIPV nucleocapsid
proteins has been reported6. Despite their similar tissue and species specificity, PEDV and
TGEV are distinct viral entities. Thus, relevant information is anticipated from the
comparison of their genetic make up. The aim of this paper is to report the present state of
our knowledge about the genome of PEDV.

METHODS

Virus and cells: The British isolate 1/87 (S. Cartwright, Central Vetelinary Laboratory,
Weybridge), adapted to cell culture by P. Have (State Veterinary Institute for Virus
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Research, Lindholm) was used as a virus source. The virus stock used for cDNA cloning
was prepared by propagation in Vero cells, as desclibed4, without plior plaque pulification.

eDNA synthesis and cloning: Total RNA from PEDV-infected cells was extracted by
the guanidium thyocianate method and pUlified by ulu'acentIifugation through a 5.7M CsCI
gradient.The lack of appropliate PEDV-specific probes, as well as the low amount of PEDV
genomic RNA, available prompted us to consUuct a cDNA expression library into the lambda
Zap II expression vector (Stratagene) according to the instruction of the manufacturer. The
library was screened with hyperimmune anti-PEDV serum obtained from Station de
Pathologie Porcine (CNEVA), Ploufragan. The serum sample used was incubated with an
Escherichia coli lysate in order to reduce non-specific binding. Immunoscreening of the
expression library allowed us to isolate the clone named pBEl. Nucleotide (nt) analysis of
this clone established that it contained N gene-related sequences, thus indicating that it
mapped in the 3' end region of the PEDV genome. The next clones were selected by
successive screening of the library with a labeled oligonucleotide or a restliction fragment
complementary to the 5' end of the last clone isolated. A few clones were delived by cloning
RIIPCR products, using amplimers derived from the established sequence. Standard
recombinant DNA procedures were used7.

DNA sequencing and sequence analysis A series of overlapping clones from pBEI to
pBE13 were sequenced on both strands. Sequencing was done on ss or ds DNA templates
using the dideoxy chain termination method with the mB universal primer or gene-specific
oligonucleotides primers. The sequence of clones pBE6 to pBE13 was performed on an
automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Sequence data were analyzed using the
WUGCG software.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

A map of the PEDV-specific clones selected from the lambda phage library
constructed using poly(A) RNA from virus-infected cells is shown in Fig.l. Sequencing and
analysis of these clones and of a few additional clones derived from RTlPCR fragments,
allowed us to assemble a continuous, 7.4 kb-long nt stretch, the sequence of which was
determined on at least two independent clones. The sequence was deduced as corresponding
to the 3' end region of the PEDY genome. A poly(A) tail was present at the end of each
cDNA clone, consistent with the oligo dT-pliming of the library. The clones pBE3, 8 and 13
are likely to be derived from subgenomic mRNA species, since they showed short, identical
sequences at their 5' end, assumed to cOll'espond to pal1 of the leader sequence. The clones
pBE7 and pBEll to 13 contained a large deletion (1500 to 3500 nt). They could be derived
from viral defective RNA molecules generated through repeated passage of the virus in cell
cultures. However, a cloning U11ifact cannot be formally excluded.

Translation of the 7.4 kb revealed 5 main ORFs (Table I). The ORFs encoding the S,
sM, M and N structural proteins were identified according to their order, size, and to the
characteristics of the predicted polypeptides. The calculated mw values were consistent with
the apparent mw of PEDY-specific polypeptides resolved by gel electrophoresis in our
laboratory (data not shown). Each of these ORFs was preceeded by a hexameric motif
XUA(A/G)AC, which potentially conesponds to the conserved intergenic sequence typical
of the coronavims genome. As it can be noted (Table I), these motifs exhibit a lesser degree
of conservation than previously shown in other coronaviruses, a finding in agreement with
the relative flexibility of the consensus sequence repOited recently8.

No large ORF was found in the 336 nt region located downstream from the N gene,
which is in contrast with several other coronaviruses including TGEV, FIPV and
CCy9, 10, 11. In this respect, PEDY appears to be more closely related to HCY 229E12.
However, two additional conserved motifs are present downstream of the N gene:
UUAAAC and CUAAAC at the respective positions 338 nt and 120 nt from the 3' end. The
former is immediately followed by a small ORF having the coding capacity for a 35 amino
acid-long polypeptide, which is markedly hydrophobic, similar to the amino end of the
TGEY ORF7 product. Whether or not the above sequences may act for initiation of
transcliption remains to be seen. A 11 nt sequence UGGAAGAGCGU is present 74 nt
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Figure 1. Map of the cDNA clones used for detennination of the PEDV genome sequence.
Sequenced regions: - ; observed deletions: V ;clones obtained by RTIPCR : * ;partial
PEDV leader sequence: ..

upstream from the 3' end. It is homologous to the highly conserved sequence
(U/G)GGAAGAGCCC/U)(NU) already identified in 6 other coronavirusesl2, and assumed
to act as a signal for the synthesis of the minus strand RNA. However, the PEDV sequence
differs from the consensus sequence by the last 2 nt . The first nt is an U, as for TGEV and
HCV 229E.

The whole data lead us to propose a model for the organization of the 3' region of PEDV
genome such as presented in Fig.2. The most salient feature is that a single ORF, tentatively
designated ORF3, was predicted between the Sand sM gene, whereas 2 or 3 ORFs have
been identitied in the corresponding genome region of all coronavirus sequenced so far13. In
addition, sequence data revealed a divergence between the cDNA clones encompassing
ORF3 which was confirmed by sequencing of cloned RT/PCR fragments covering the
implicated region (p501, p502, p506; * in Fig.l). A 4 nt deletion was present in pBE5 and
pSOl clones, whereas a 7 nt deletion was present in pBE6, p502 and pS06 clones. These
deletions were mutually exclusive and distant by 87 nt. The frameshifting 4 nt deletion
generated an intenupted 143 codon-long ORF. When aligning the putative polypeptide with
that of ORF4a from HCV 229E14, also located just downstream of S gene, a substantial
identity (34%) was found. In addition, translation of pBE5 clone revealed that an additional
ORF devoid of starting ATG was present downstream. Its potential product showed 37%
identity with that of ORF4b of HCY 229E. This finding lead us to hypothesize that the
authentic ORF3 gene encoded by PEDV might in fact correspond to a 672 nt long sequence
such as generated by removing both of the deletions observed in either pBES or pBE6. As
illustrated in Fig.2, the putative ORF3 would encode a 224 aa-Iong polypeptide homologous
to the product of the fused 4a and 4b genes of HCY 229E (35% overall identity) and to the
product of the whole gene 3b of TGEyI5 (30% identity). Further investigations will be
needed to ascertain whether the "full-length" ORF3 is dispensable for virus replication. In
any case, the apparent polymorphism associated to PEDY ORF3 is reminiscent of what has
been observed with several coronavirus ORFs also believed to encode a non-structural
polypeptide. In particular, alterations in the sequence of TGEY ORF3b and HCY 229E
ORF4a and 4b have been reported 9,16.

As expected, the four predicted structural proteins exhibited characteristics very
similar to those of other coronaviruses. The only striking feature was the presence of a
putative insertion of a 45 amino acids stretch, unusually rich in Asn residues and located
towards the middle of the N gene sequence (not shown). As a consequence, the size of the
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Table 1. Characterization of PEDV open reading frames (ORFs).

Distance 'between
the hexameric

Upstream motif and AUG Predicted mw of
Gene hexameric motif codon (nO ORF size (nt) the product (kD)

S GTAAAC 2 4149 151

sM CTAGAC 4 228 8,8

M ATAAAC 5 678 25

N CTAAAC 10 1323 48,8

ORF3 CTAGAC 40 672 25

deduced N protein is notably larger than those of other coronavirus N proteins sequenced to
date. Pailwise alignment of the structural protein amino acid sequences revealed that PEDV is
more closely related to TGEV, FIPV and HCV 229E than to MHV and IBV, whichever the
protein considered (Table 2). Furthermore, the PEDV S protein sequence does nbt contain
any basic residues related to the motif found towards the middle of the cleaved coronavirus S
proteins. This was consistent with our experimental data since no species with Mr lOOK in
addition to the 200K species could be detected by denaturing PAGE analysis of PEDV
polypeptides (not shown). This observation, together with the prediction of one Asn-linked
glycosylation site in the N-telminal domain of the M protein, is in SUppOit of a higher genetic
relatedness of PEDV to the TGEV cluster. It also appeared from our data that, within this
cluster, PEDV is closer to the respiratory human virus HCV 229E than to the porcine enteric
TGEV virus. This is supported not only by the alignment data (particularly that of sM
proteins; Table 2) but also by the following features: i) no predicted signal sequence
upstream of the M protein; ii) no identilied ORF downstream of the N gene, such as the
ORF? of TGEV. It should be noted, however, that the degree of divergence between PEDV
Sand HCV or TGEV S, respectively, are not significantly different. Furthermore, a
multialignment of these three sequences (not shown) revealed that both TGEV and PEDV S
proteins possess an extra N-terminal domain compared to HCV 229E S protein. This can be
paralleled with the large deletion found within the N-telminal domain of the S protein of
PRCV, the respiratory variant of TG EV 17, and raises the intriguing possibility that an
extended N-terminal domain might be one of the determinants for the expression of the
entelic tropism.

ORF3 sM M 3'

PEDU

S ORF4a 4b sM M N

, @l*%%4%%f,,"~btl~ ~DO L,.I ..I HCU 229E

S ORF3a 3b sM M N ORF7

$KPamlt@tilD~DDL.I ...ID TGEU

Figure 2. Compared organization of the genome 3' end of PEDV, HCV 229E and
TGEV. Structural proteins: S (spike), sM (small membrane), M (membrane) and N
(nucleocapsid).
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Table 2. Pairwise sequence identity (%) between PEDV and HeV 299E, TGEV, FIPV,

MHV and IBV.

PEDV proteins Pairwise identity (%)

HCY229E IGEY EI£Y MHY mY

5 : 51 region 37 33 35 19 25

52 region 61 60 60 36 38

sM 54 29 26 17

M 57 53 50 41 26

N 43 39 36 29 28

In conclusion. our whole data allowed to establish the taxonomic status of PEDV as
a member of Coronaviridae. thus confirming earlier proposals based on structural and
antigenic analyses. From the information presently available about their genome organization,
it appears that the members of the coronavirus genus, except the avian virus IBV, fall into
two main subgroups, tentatively designated genetic subsets, the distinctive features of which
are listed in Fig.3. This view is supported by evolutionary trees constructed from the

MHV
M protein O.glycosylated

HCVOC43
S protein cleaved

BCV
HE gene or pseudogene
ORF2gene

.....
TGEV/PRCV
FIPV M protein N-glycosylated
CCV S protein uncleaved
HCV229E No HE or ORF2 genes
PEDV

C As for TGEV subset
l IBV

but S protein cleaved

Fig 3. Evidence for two main genetic subsets within the coronavirus genus.

sequences of Nand M proteins by standard phylogenetic methods (data not shown). The
advantage of the notion of genetic subset over that of antigenic group introduced earlier is
to acknowledge the existence of common genetic traits between viruses such as TGEV. HCV
229E and PEDV which, however, exhibit little or no antigenic relationship.
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